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SEE THE PAGE AS A GRID
Grids create a
recognizable look
 Grids enable documents to take on

highly
pleasing & useful designs for a wide variety of
publications.

 Grids contribute to a balanced, aesthetically
pleasing page design.

see the page as a grid when
designing your document


This will help you to organize the various
communicative elements within the space on a
page in a unified, balanced, & proportionate way.



Grids help with groupings, progressions,
beginnings & endings, & digressions.



As grids create predictability, readers understand
how they are supposed to read a document. A
deliberate organization of your material enables
your readers to:
 Know where they are in the document

 Grids separate causes & effects, steps in a
procedure & graphic images, problems &
solutions, number data & text.
Organization Name

 Where they are going
 How they can get there

Tel: 555 555 5555

Advertisement Heading
Tell readers to mail this back for a
catalog, brochure, or price list.

Organ ization

NAME
ADDRESS

Mail to: Place your
address here.

Use the grid as a planning tool
This will help the designer to see the page as more than
simple single pages; rather, they will see the page as a
unit of composition.



Grids provide stability and constraint, which can
help in the initial designing of the document.



Grids enables designers to break through these
constraints and create a document in their own
vision.



Designers can manipulate the grid, layering text
and images within the spaces to create the most
effective document for their readers.

GRIDS ARE POWERFUL
DESIGN TOOLS
Software programs enable documents
to be designed with text and graphic
elements by allowing the user to see
grids on their page during the
creation processes without printing
them.

P

assive white space
is the space that is Accidentally
left over when text & image have
taken their shape on a page.

U

sing Active White Space

Designers need to see both the positive
(text and/or image filled) and negative
(blank) space on a page.
White space defines what a document is,
establishing:
 what type it is
 how it should be approached
 what must be read and what can be
skimmed

W

The use of white space is either going to
create an inviting document for readers or
discourage readers.

ACTIVE WHITE SPACE

A

CTIVE IS

INTENTIONAL:

Active white space intentionally creates the shape,
organization, progression, & readability of the document,
such as the graphic images are doing above.
Readers recognize the various shapes of documents based
on the shape of the text AS WELL AS the shape of the
space around the text.
Text shapes come from decisions in text structures that
are used to increase a document’s readability & signal its
organization to the reader. These text structures include:





Margins, justification, & indentation
Tabs & columns
Headers & footers
Headings

HITE SPACE IS A STYLISTIC TOOL






Lists
Line length,
leading, & kerning
Type face
Type styling

Inviting documents have the following
traits:
 are open and expansive
 image blocks within white space
 organized by headings that are separated by white space
 easy to read due to adequate and appropriate spacing between lines of
text
 recognizable due to visual images that
are bordered by white space

Document designers need to be aware of
the potential effectiveness of white space.
Designers need to use white space actively
to:
 structure their ideas
 invite readers into the text
 show them how it can be read
It is important to remember that most technical documents have an ink-to-space ratio
of less that 50%.

HEADINGS
THE RHETORICAL FUNCTION OF HEADINGS
When written to be highly specific and directive, headings can carry much more
information than paragraph indentations or space breaks.

Headings function to:


Cue the reader to content structure without disrupting the flow of reading



Eliminate the need for paragraph-level transitions



Make promises about the content of subsections



Allow busy readers to find information quickly and to scan documents for
information



State topics



Ask or answer questions



Identify actions



List steps in a process

HEADINGS HELP CREATE VISUALLY COHERENT DOCUMENTS
Headings are an easy and powerful way to make text less linear and to improve its
rhetorical flexibility. Designers know that headings need to be made visually distinct
through some combination of typeface and style features. In headings, designers achieve
a lovely melding of form and function, with variables in size, weight, and space.

HEADERS CREATE READER-FRIENDLY DOCUMENTS
The proper and effective structure of sections and their headings creates global
coherence. Readers can approach the text with varied reading strategies: read it from
beginning to end or reference specific points. Careful attention to heading wording and
design can make a document navigable and efficient for readers who come to a text to
complete a specific tack.

FONT’S EFFECT TO READABILITY
Today’s technology allows us access to hundreds of fonts and
endless ways to use them. Every word is deliberate and you can

accentuate its importance using font style, size, bold, italics,
underlines, color,

and more.

Notice the advertisement’s use of font size to the right.

There is “fine print” at the bottom in most advertisements to
deter viewers from reading that section easily. It is typically
disclaimers or conditions to a special.
Color and font are also used to highlight the company & car
name.

THE FACE OF TYPE
The differences seen by using multiple fonts

Font is Important

Broadway 12 pt.

Font is Important

Curlz MT 12 pt.

the phrases to the right say “font is important”

Font is Important

Kunstler Script 12 pt.

however they are all seen differently. Kunstler

Font is Important

Rockwell 12 pt.

Font is Important

Times New Roman 12 pt.

can effect readability. As an example, all of

Script is not readable while Times New
Roman is very readable and recognizable by
the public. Times is used when clarity and
seriousness is needed.

FONT STYLING
Beyond changing the font, styling any font is a way to change it’s meaning. Any specific
font can be changed in the following ways:


Bold - used to show importance





Underlined & Double underlined phrases
emphasize a specific word; also commonly
used in headings

Strike through can be used to “delete” or
decrease importance



Superscript and Subscript - used in scientific
writing to represent numbers, equations,
and elements.



Color –highlights words or phrases



CAPS - typically represents shouting or
seriousness

LISTS
Lists allows a reader to look for specific information within a text. A reader would not have
to read multiple paragraphs when only one piece of information is what they wish to learn.
Lists can also help to pull buried information from the body of a text and present it in a clear
concise manor.

TYPES OF LISTS

Chronological Lists
1) Heat oven to 350°
2) Spoon cookie dough onto pan
3) Bake 14-15 minutes until golden
brown


First turn the oven to 350° and allow it to preheat. Next you need to spoon the cookie dough
onto the pan. Once the oven is preheated and
the cookies are on the pan, put the cookies in
the oven and allow them to back for 14 to 15
minutes or until they are golden brown.

When looking to bake cookies, the list is more readable than the paragraph because the
filler to make a cohesive paragraph is not needed in the instructions.

Checklists:

Informative (not Sequential):

Use open bullets for checklists so an item
can be checked when completed.

Some lists give information fast and
simply but the order listed is irrelevant.

Grocery List

The following are all minerals:



Milk



Quartz



Eggs



Gypsum



Butter



Talc



Coffee



Galena

